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4Single

Height adjustable frame
For seated and standing work
Suitable for kitchens, living rooms, etc.
An extra work place in a modern design

-

Height adjustable frame for worktop or tabletop available up to 200x300cm.
Standard colour of the frame is grey RAL 7021.
The frame is available with manual or electric height adjustment.
Any worktop material is easily mounted on the adjustable frame.
4Single is really stable even at highest position.
Height adjustment is done by help of a handle or an infrared hand control.
A hob or sink can easily be inset to the worktop.
4Single is available with brake wheels and can easily be moved around in the room.
Electrical version may be supplied with a safety strip.
A frame can be made to suit the size of an existing worktop or tabletop.

- Ideal for the whole family: Big, small, young, elderly or wheelchair users.
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4Single
4SingleManual - Item 50-41010 (height 55-85cm) - 50-41012 (height 65-95cm)
60 - 300cm

Handle
20-60566

Width -17cm
60 - 200cm

Length -9cm

20cm

Removable handle

55 - 85cm/
65 - 95cm

4SingleElectric - Item 50-41020 (height 55-85cm) - 50-41022 (height 65-95cm)
Infrared
hand
control
30-67847

60 - 300cm

Width -5cm
60 - 200cm
Length -35cm
16cm

55 - 85cm/
65 - 95cm

Accessories:
Brake wheels increase the
height by 7.5cm
50-41600

Safety strip for 4SingleElectric
30-69XXX

Control switch 6x3cm
30-67840

ROPOX Tips
- 4Single may be ordered in other colours.
- Maximum load on frame is 130kg evenly distributed over the entire frame.
For a heavier load up to 250kg use our increased lifting power.
- Frames larger than 120x120cm will be delivered with an extra rail for stability. The rail may be adjusted sidewards.
- 4Single Complete is the 4Single frame with worktop, laminate MB131 LG,
light grey.
- Our frames are as standard 4mms smaller than the required length/ width
of the tabletop. Therefore, the worktop will be 4mms larger than the frame.
- To have a larger overhang please specify the overhang.
- We strongly recommend safety strip in order to avoid squeezing. It is easily
mounted through wholes on the inside of the legs.
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